Project(Rousseau(SAT(Preparation(“Bootcamp”(
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Pour!preparer!le!SAT!intensivement…!
Pour!donner!aux!élèves!les!meilleurs!chances!de!s’intégrer!aux!
universities!américaines!comme!UPenn,!Harvard!et!NYU…!
Et!au!meme!temps!aider!les!élèves!défavorisés!pour!aussi!preparer!leurs!
SATs!
…il$faut$s’inscrire$au$“Summer$SAT$and$US$University$Application$
Bootcamp”.$
Lire!le!document!ciDjoint!pour!plus!de!detail.!
Dates$–$12A21$juillet$à$Institut$Florimont.$
Prix$–$CHF$1200.$$$
o 1ère!paiement!(caution)!–!CHF!700,$délai$31$mars.!
o 2nde!paiement!–!CHF500!
Il!faut!payer!en!utilisant!Paypal!–!veuillez!trouver!les!details!en!dessous!–!!
!
!
The$direct$Paypal$link$to$sign$up$
is:$https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=5_Uo4EtdgoJBAOXtqHE
g7qp2Ays6_sU6xlwCvdI2bCoE0GrH3NYTTleqAdENyWBLyEOwTG$
$
Once$the$student$has$donated$they$should$also$email$
bethany.thorne@projectrousseau.org$directly$to$confirm$their$place.$

www.projectrousseau.org

Summer SAT and US
University Application
Boot Camp
Geneva, Switzerland
12-21 July, 2017
Hosted at Institut Florimont

Our Mission
Empowering youth
in communities with the
greatest need to reach their
full potential and pursue
higher education.

In the past year, Project
Rousseau students have
been admitted to elite
universities, including:
Harvard, Stanford,
Princeton, Columbia,
Cornell, University of
Pennsylvania, NYU, and
McGill.

At our Summer Boot
Camp, each student
receives:
70 total hours of instruction, including 40
hours of SAT Prep and 30 hours of
individualized University application
support
An individual counsellor for one-on-one
support
International environment with American
and Swiss students
At last year's boot camp, students improved
their SAT scores by an average of 190 points
Comprehensive preparation for all of the
student's US standardized testing
A Complete and Balanced College List (i.e.
to which universities they will be applying)
A full draft of the Common Application
A full draft of two supplements (We also
support applications to Canada and UK
Universities)
One mock university interview
Two one-on-one meetings with Andrew
Heinrich, the Lead Instructor, and three
total one-on-one meetings with the other
instructors
Multiple one-on-one meetings with the
student's counsellor

THE ESSENTIAL DETAILS

Our Instructors: Each instructor
scored in the 99th Percentile on the
SAT and has at least two years of SAT
teaching experience with Project
Rousseau. The lead instructor has been
teaching SAT Prep for seven years.

Academic and Cultural
Exposure Activities:
Students will have the
opportunity to partake in
meetings with faculty
members at the Graduate
Institute and visit museums
and historical sites.

Our Team: In addition to the instructors, we
will have three additional assistants to
oversee the students. For five days of the
boot camp, Aygun Novruzova will be
assisting as well, who speaks fluent Russian,
Azerbaijani, and Turkish.

Supporting a Good Cause:
All fees go directly to
providing this outstanding
opportunity to talented,
impoverished students.

Our location: Hosted at
Institut Florimont, our
Geneva Exchange
Partner School

WHAT OUR STUDENTS
SAY ABOUT US

"The Boot Camp is great because
you learn the crucial tips and
tricks that you would have never
guessed yourself."

"The SAT Boot Camp this summer
helped me vastly improve my
understanding of the material
for the SAT."

"The counsellors are extremely detailoriented on the applications. Anyone
who goes to this program will have
great application essays."

"It was great to prepare for the
SAT alongside American
students... a great preview of
what of what University in the
United States will feel like!"

"The cultural exchange component of
[the Boot Camp] enriched the
experience by proving that being
away from home in order to gain
education is not as frightening. I feel
that this dynamic helped me
tremendously in preparing for
college. "

"Anyone who wants to go to an
elite US University needs to go to
this Boot Camp"

If you are interested, please contact:
BootCamps@ProjectRousseau.org
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Project(Rousseau(Student(Stories(2016(
(
David(
David's(eagerness(and(determination(to(learn(were(apparent(from(the(day(we(met(him;(he(
wanted(to(participate(in(every(academic(program(he(could.(Though(he(was(significantly(
below(grade(level(in(most(core(academic(competencies,(his(intelligence(and(ability(to(learn(
quickly(shone(through.(Over(his(first(summer(with(Project(Rousseau,(David(was(a(mainstay(
at(all(of(our(academic(programming,(often(putting(in(12Ehour(days(with(our(instructors,(and(
becoming(deeply(involved(in(all(of(our(programming.(
David(stood(out(for(his(profound(insights(into(the(world(around(him.(We(will(always(
remember(the(first(time(he(told(us(about(the(five(times(he(had(contracted(cholera(and(his(
bouts(with(malaria(in(his(homeland,(Ghana.(First,(he(noted(that(in(his(village,(where(water(is(
plentiful,(cholera(is(also(plentiful.(However,(in(a(relative’s(village,(water(was(extremely(
scarce,(but(so(was(cholera.(From(these(two(observations,(David(deduced(that(people(must(
be(warier(of(polluting(resources(when(they(are(scarce.(Second,(as(he(had(always(overcome(
cholera(and(malaria(with(only(natural(remedies,(David(challenged(the(Western(concepts(of(
Research(and(Development,(arguing(that(a(return(to(nature(rather(than(a(pure(focus(in(the(
laboratory(was(necessary(for(finding(meaningful(solutions(to(health(problems.(
David’s(SAT(scores(more(than(doubled(in(one(year,(and(his(grade(point(average(increased(by(
20%(during(his(time(with(Project(Rousseau.(He(was(the(recipient(of(numerous(accolades(
during(his(high(school(career,(including(being(Project(Rousseau’s(first(Gates(Millennium(
Scholar(and(being(his(High(School(Valedictorian.(David(is(now(a(preEmedical(student(at(his(
university.(
(
Zahra(
Zahra(grew(up(seeing(the(worst(of(gang(violence(on(the(South(Side(of(Chicago.(She(made(
incredibly(good(decisions(throughout(her(life(and(avoided(participating.(Unfortunately,(
Zahra(learned(in(her(teenage(years(that(avoiding(was(not(enough.(She(was(nonEfatally(shot(
as(an(innocent(bystander(on(one(of(the(most(violent(streets(in(America(with(a(horrifically(
ironic(name:(Martin(Luther(King(Boulevard.(
Homelessness(and(frequently(losing(friends(to(gang(violence(were(other(challenges(that(
Zahra(regularly(faced.(Zahra(quickly(immersed(herself(in(Project(Rousseau(and(has(made(
incredible(strides(in(her(life(since.(She(has(been(blessed,(as(she(says,(with(the(best(mentor(
ever.(She(is(a(tireless(advocate(for(addressing(the(urgent(matters(of(gun(violence(and(gang(
activity(in(her(community.(She(takes(advantage(of(every(opportunity(given(to(her(and,(
thanks(to(her(incredible(determination,(is(college(bound.(
(
Emily(
Homelessness,(English(Language(Learner,(Deportation,(Rape,(Violence,(Living(in(public(
toilets,(Bullying.(All(of(these(experiences(defined(much(of(Emily’s(childhood.(She(is(
extremely(talented,(but(understandably(anger(and(uncertainty(often(got(in(Emily’s(way(as(
she(planned(her(path(towards(success.(Emily(took(full(advantage(of(every(opportunity(she(
was(offered.(She(worked(with(five(tutors,(each(for(two(twoEhour(sessions(per(week,(was(an(
incredible(dedicated(community(service(participant,(and(took(part(in(every(single(program(
we(had.(She(even(drove(the(creation(of(additional(programs(that(satisfied(her(many(
curiosities.(Emily(persevered(through(numerous(additional(challenges(throughout(high(
school(and(is(now(a(student(at(a(TopE10(University.(

(
Mateo(
"When(it(gets(quiet(enough,(I(can(still(hear(Mom(begging(for(her(life.”(The(first(line(of(
Mateo’s(college(application(personal(statement(is(forever(etched(into(our(memory.(At(the(
age(of(seven,(Mateo,(standing(petrified,(watched(his(father(bludgeon(his(mother(to(death.(
When(we(first(met(Mateo(eight(years(later,(we(were(initially(told(by(his(school(that(Mateo(
was(“severely(autistic”(and(“had(relationship(issues(with(his(mother.”(It(is(obvious(that(the(
public(school(system(had(failed(to(meet(Mateo’s(most(basic(needs(or(understand(the(
problems(that(created(them.(
Mateo(used(to(have(a(number(of(which(he(would(keep(track.(It(started(at(18(when(we(met(
him,(and(continued(to(grow(steadily;(Mateo(was(initially(hesitant(to(open(up.(We(later(
learned,(through(his(mentor,(that(Mateo(was(counting(the(number(of(friends(in(his(building(
whom(he(had(watched(die(by(gunshot.((When(his(mentor(asked(why(he(didn’t(count(friends(
who(died(without(him(witnessing(the(tragedy,(the(answer(was:(“that(number(would(be(way(
too(big.”(
When(Mateo(started(with(us,(it(was(immediately(evident(that(our(goals(were(fundamental(
literacy(and(computational(fluency.(Mateo(worked(incredibly(hard(to(earn(his(high(school(
diploma,(requiring(some(of(the(most(rigorous(work(we(have(ever(seen(a(student(commit(to(
in(order(to(succeed.(
(
Pedro(
Pedro(speaks(very(eloquently(about(the(experience(of(homelessness.(He(often(says(that(one(
of(the(best(things(that(ever(happened(to(him(was(getting(a(public(library(card.(Though(he(
did(not(have(a(physical(home,(he(explains,(he(found(metaphorical(homes(in(the(library(
books(that(he(read.(Though(his(level(of(literacy(was(not(great,(his(desire(to(learn(and(his(
willingness(to(fully(immerse(himself(in(all(of(our(programming(was(incredible.(He(quickly(
became(a(mainstay(in(all(programs(across(the(four(pillars(and(took(on(a(leadership(role(in(
many(activities.(
Pedro(admired(his(mentor,(whose(life(experiences(were(somewhat(similar(to(his(own.(He(
set(his(sights(high:(to(attend(his(mentor's(university.(Thanks(to(his(incredibly(hard(work,(
Pedro(is(now(a(student(at(his(mentor's(university,(an(Ivy(League(School.(
(
Serenity(
Serenity(once(said(that(her(life(had(“Four(Bad(H’s”:(Heroin,(Homeless,(Hungry,(and(Hooker.(
Serenity(came(to(Project(Rousseau(on(her(own(volition:(she(wanted(to(improve(her(
situation,(but(was(not(sure(where(to(begin.(We(quickly(mobilized(a(variety(of(resources(in(
our(network(to(solve(the(housing(and(food(shortages,(find(substance(abuse(counseling(and(
rehabilitation(options,(and(provide(the(personal(and(academic(support(she(needed(to(reach(
her(full(potential.(
Serenity(always(demonstrated(a(strong(memory,(particularly(in(light(of(her(frequent(abuse(
of(various(narcotics.(Her(academic(path(has(been(very(challenging,(but(she(always(knew(she(
had(us(to(turn(to(for(unconditional(support.(Our(volunteers(and(instructors(played(a(number(
of(roles(in(her(life,(be(it(helping(her(find(food(on(very(short(notice(to(providing(tutoring(to(
helping(her(complete(college(applications.(After(Serenity(transferred(to(an(alternative(high(
school,(she(began(to(excel.(She(did(extraordinary(work(and(graduated(with(her(high(school(
diploma.(She(is(now(a(student(at(a(community(college.(
(

Jameson(
Though(Jameson(did(not(care(much(for(school,(he(loved(two(things(about(it:(safety(and(
guaranteed(lunch.(Though(the(latter(perception(has(never(been(challenged,(being(stabbed(
through(the(back(at(school(by(a(peer(most(certainly(destroyed(the(former.(Jameson(says(
that(his(extraordinary(relationship(with(his(mentor,(his(friends,(and(his(friends’(mentors(
were(as(central(to(his(recovery(as(was(the(heroic(work(of(the(EMTs(who(picked(him(up(and(
the(Emergency(Room(healthcare(professionals(who(cared(for(him.(The(road(to(physical(
recovery(was(long,(but(the(road(to(academic(and(emotional(recovery(has(been(much(longer.(
Jameson(and(his(mentor(became(inseparable,(and(his(mentor(encouraged(him(to(take(
advantage(of(every(tutoring(session(he(could(possibly(get.(He(attended(every(SAT(Prep(
session(he(could(and(got(extra(tutoring(in(multiple(subjects.(
Through(his(sheer(determination,(Jameson(is(now(in(his(second(year(of(college.(He(still(
receives(regular(tutoring(across(his(subjects(from(Project(Rousseau.(He(aspires(to(be(an(EMT(
or(a(nurse(to(one(day(return(the(favor(that(EMTs(and(nurses(paid(him(on(his(fateful(day.(
(
Martina(
Martina(joined(Project(Rousseau(late(into(her(college(career;(she(has(been(the(victim(of(
numerous(very(tragic(circumstances(and(is(an(undocumented(resident(of(the(United(States.(
She(came(to(America(in(search(of(a(lifeEsaving(treatment(for(her(younger(sister,(who(was(
suffering(from(a(severe(illness.(Martina’s(violent(experiences(and(her(sister’s(illness(created(
a(clear(mission(for(her:(to(become(a(medical(doctor(and(return(to(her(native(country(to(
build(a(clinic.(She(also(was(acutely(aware(of(the(cultural(component(of(health(care,(and(
wanted(to(educate(herself(on(this(element(of(delivering(health(care(as(well.(
Martina(quickly(became(one(of(our(strongest(leaders.(She(led(by(example(in(every(single(
program(and(had(an(unwavering(intellectual(curiosity.(She(used(every(single(resource(at(her(
disposal(through(Project(Rousseau.(Martina(is(now(a(student(at(a(TopE25(college.(
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